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ambitious individuals who make rows. The divinity which
shapes our ends, rough hew them how we will, is mentioned
fatalistically only to be forgotten immediately like a passing
vague apprehension. To Shakespear as to Mark Twain,
Cauchon would have been a tyrant and a bully instead of a
Catholic, and the inquisitor Lemaitre would have been a
Sadist instead of a lawyer. Warwick would have had no
more feudal quality than his successor the King Maker has
in the play of Henry VI. We should have seen them all
completely satisfied that if they would only to their own
selves be true they could not then be false to any man (a
precept which represents the reaction against medievalism
at its inteasest) as if they were beings in the air, without
public responsibilities of any kind. All Shakespear's
characters are so : that is why they seem natural to our
middle classes, who are comfortable and irresponsible at
other people's expense, and are neither ashamed of that
condition nor even conscious of it* Nature abhors this
vacuum ia Shakespear; and I have taken care to let the
medieval atmosphere blow through my play freely. Those
who see it performed will not mistake the startling event it
records for a mere personal accident. They will have before
them not only the visible and human puppets, but the
Church, the Inquisition, the Feudal System, with divine
Inspiration always beating against their too inelastic limits :
all more terrible in their dramatic force than any of the
Httie mortal figures clanking about in plate armor or moving
silently in the frocks and hoods of the ordfcr of St Dominic.
tragedy, not melodrama
There are no villains in the piece.  Crime, like disease,
'aot interesting: it is something to be done away with

